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"Security Tension in the Yarmouk camp due to Explosive Device 

Explosion" 

 
 

 

 A Palestinian-Syrian refugee was tortured to death in the regime's prisons. 

 Activists: Amman airport security denies entry for a Palestinian handicapped 

and confiscates his wheelchair. 

 The "Palestine Charity Association" distributes aid to Palestinians in Al-

Muzireeb south of Syria. 
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VICTIMS 

The Palestinian-Syrian refugee "Tarek 

Ziad Al-Omar" was tortured to death in 

the prisons of the Syrian regime after 

being arrested for two and half years. 

It is noteworthy that the AGPS has 

documented 426 death-under-torture cases 

in the prisons of the Syrian regime until 

now. 

 

RECENT UPDATES 

Media sources close to the opposition forces assured that an explosive 

device has been exploded in Al-Yarmouk camp near the DFLP office at 

Palestine roundabout, causing two injuries to members of Al-Nusra 

Front. 

The sources added that; the Al-Nusra Front has accused the pro-ISIS 

"Al-Ansar Group" of being responsible for the accident, while the AGPS 

could not verify the information's validity from other sources. 

The past few days had witnessed conflicting news about an agreement 

between the Syrian regime and ISIS concerning the withdrawal of the 

last's members from southern Damascus towards Al-Rakka City, but no 

certain news or statements about the agreement and weather it has been 

frozen or cancelled was announced so far. 
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On a different topic, activists assured to the AGPS that the Jordanian 

authorities at the Queen Alia International Airport prevented, the day 

before yesterday, a handicapped Palestinian-Syrian refugee "Mari Al-

Musleh" who holds the Syrian nationality to enter Jordan, as he was 

detained at the airport without taking into account his medical status, 

and was treated in an "inhauman way", moreover, activists mentioned 

confiscation of his wheelchair and leaving him lying on the ground 

without providing any help. 

 

It is worth mentioning that the Jordanian authorities prevent the entry of 

Palestinian-Syrians fleeing the war of Syria under any reason 

whatsoever, based on an official governmental decision issued several 

years ago. 

 

CIVIL SOCIETY WORK 

The "Palestine Charity Association" in cooperation with the "World 

Assembly of Muslim Youth", has distributed some aid to Palestinian 

refugees in the town of Muzeireeb, consisted of a set of winter blankets. 
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It is noteworthy that the Palestinian-Syrians in southern Syria suffer from 

harsh living conditions, since the repeated raids have led to destruction 

of 70% of Daraa camp's buildings, and caused hundreds of families to 

flee to the town of Muzeireeb which faced also the shelling and warplanes 

raids. 

 

Palestinians of Syria in numbers and Statistics until 27 December 2015 

• 15500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 

• More than 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have arrived Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

• The Yarmouk Camp: still under siege imposed by the Syrian 

Regime's Army and PFLP-GC (Popular Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine – General Command), continued for 908 days 

respectively. In addition, power cuts continued for more than 978 

days, water cut for 468 days. The number of victims due to the 

siege has reached to 184 victims . 
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• Al Sbeina Camp: Syrian Regime's Army still preventing the 

residents from returning back to their houses for 769 days 

respectively. 

• Handarat Camp: All of its residents have left the camp for 970 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

• Dara’a Camp: Running water cut continues for 613 days, and 70% 

of its buildings were distroyed. 

• Jarmana, AL Saieda Zainab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Homs and Aedein 

Hamma: A relatively quiet situations in light of the economic 

crises. 

• Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road. 

 

 


